ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
* Nowadays, pattern recognition and machine learning play increasingly important roles in handling diversity of features in large datasets. Among many applications, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technique makes it possible to recognize the characters of the letter [1, 2] , or edit the text, search for a word or phrase, store it more compactly, display or print a copy free of scanning artifacts. Recognizing the title of the book is one of good applications of OCR system. Imagine a person who is in the library and wants to find all the description of an incidental book. He or she can take a photo of the book cover by a mobile phone. The image becomes the input of the OCR system. The application will recognize characters in the title, and display all the details of that book. In order to recognize characters in the book cover image, we have to extract the title regions. Although the work can also be done by barcode detection and extraction, but it has some limitations. If the book has its own International Standard Book Number (ISBN) and barcode, we can recognize the barcode to find the detail of the book. However, a book may appear without a printed ISBN and barcode if it is printed privately or the author does not follow the usual ISBN procedure, we could not solve the problem by barcode recognition. As the result, the problem should return to title extraction and recognition. Therefore, the accuracy of title * Corresponding author: ypencil@hanmail.net(I.S.Na) Manuscript received Jul. 25, 2012; revised Nov 06, 2012; accepted Nov 16, 2012 extractions plays an important role in the accuracy of recognition systems. Thus, to improve the accuracy of title recognition, we have to improve the accuracy of the title extraction. However, in order to get more accurate of title regions, we have to face with many difficulties, such as variations of text due to differences in size, style, orientation, and alignment, as well as low image contrast and complex background [3] . As a matter of fact a typical book cover may contain text, pictures, diagrams, irregular background. Further, the text recognition task is complicated by the high variability of characters features such as dimension, thickness, font, background and position as well as the tilt of the text.
Several approaches have been presented in the last few years for the automatic localization of text in scene images. There have been attempts in the past for extraction of textual component of an image by analyzing the edges of candidate regions or homogeneous color/gray scale components that contain the characters [4] [5] [6] . Other method uses mathematical morphological technique for text extraction [7] . Nguyen Noi Bai, Kim Nam and Youngjun Song proposed a method can both deal with more than a specific language and extract text lines containing some wide inter-word gaps [13] . Another text extraction method is proposed by Chen and Ding et al. [8] . In this method, a bottom-up approach is followed by progressively merging image components at different levels based on the calculation of a quantitative measure [the MLC value]. A revised version of this method was analyzed in [9] , which can deal with irregular regions. Jain and Yu in [10] have surveyed some OCR and page segmentation algorithms. In this paper they have also suggested use of traditional bottom-up approach In this paper, we propose a method that uses the combination of Histogram of Oriented Gradients and color information to detect the title areas of the book cover. The method will be described in section 2. Some results of the proposed method will be shown in section 3. Section 4 will be reserved to conclude our solution and our achievement.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The goal of our system is to localize text and extract the title of the book cover images. Our proposed method consists of two steps. First step, text localization is based on oriented gradient of the edge map and color information. The system first detects the text regions which consist of four sub steps. Each region is analyzed to determine whether the region corresponds to text or not. After that, at the second step, refinement process will be performed to extract the whole title of the book cover image. 
Text Localization

Detecting the lines of text:
Under normal circumstances, the title of the book should have been presented in a way easy to read with a certain contrast, a reasonable size, and an approximately horizontal orientation. First of all, the characters inside a word have tendency to be in horizontal orientation that is in a straight line or alignment. For this reason, the constraint of horizontal text orientation is worthy for the title of the book cover image detection purpose. Using Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [11] , local object appearance and shape within an image can be described by the distribution of edge directions. Consequently, we can predict the areas that are text candidates.
To calculate HOG, first divide the image into small connected regions, called cells. Then, for each cell we compile a histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations for all the pixels within the cell. Next step, to improve the accuracy, the local histograms are contrast-normalized. We now divide the image into larger regions, called blocks. For each block, a measure of the intensity across the block is calculated, and then using this value to normalize all cells within the block. This normalization results in better invariance to changes in illumination or shadowing. After the contrast-normalized step, we should only take the candidates that have high value of horizontal oriented gradient. Building a common standard for every threshold is very difficult. With the purpose "extraction the title areas", every images have a similar size that can be anticipated. For this reason, some thresholds are appropriate with the purpose, for example, all the areas that have gradient orientation range between (0.5, 0.9) are selected since these elements have high probability of horizontal. Fig.2 shows the histogram of Oriented Gradient and the selected thresholds for text detection. Fig.3a shows an original book cover image and Fig.3b shows the result of using Histogram of Oriented Gradients features to detect the text candidates. where R, G and B are the red, green and blue components of the input color image, respectively. The color components may different in a text region (and/or its surrounding background) while having an almost constant intensity. So, the intensity image Y is processed in the next steps of the algorithm rather than the color components R, G and B. If the input image is originally a gray-level image, the image is processed directly starting to next step. At the second step, our system uses the Canny operator for edge detection. All the pixels will be grouped into connected components. We later may refer to these connected components as regions or areas. The reason for using edge information is that a common title usually has clear and strong edge. Among all the edges, only the regions that are text candidates -resulted from the previous step are kept. Then at the next step, our system will remove the regions may contain some too large and/or too small connected components since they could not be the title of the book cover image.
Generally, the regions that are too large might be the border or a straight line that covers the whole image. Moreover, the regions that are too small might be the background but not the title regions. As the title of the book cover usually has big size but not too big and too small, we choose the areas inside the two values: The first value is the average area of all regions. The second value equals four times the first value. Our system first calculates the areas of all the connected components in the edge image. Only the connected components (CC) that are satisfied the oriented gradient in the previous step, are then processed. If the CC has area greater than the average area and less than four times the average area, it is then selected as the title candidate. The range from Average Area to 4*Average Area is appropriate with the purpose of title extraction. We show the area chart of all connected components in this Fig. 4 below. Fig.5b shows the edge map after applying Canny operator. Fig.5c shows the result after applying area constraint. 
Removing non-title using color information:
We believe that most text strings originally have uniform color. After satisfying the oriented constraint and the area constraint, the remaining connected components contains many candidates for title regions or the numbers of connected components that belong to title regions are larger than the numbers of connected components belong to background. Accordingly, in this step, the remaining regions are divided into just two clusters: title (with same color) and background. The cluster that has larger number of connected components is considered to be the title candidates. Fig.6b shows the title candidates after applying kMeans clustering. a) b) Fig. 6 . Process of removing non-title using color information. a) Result of previous step; b) After applying K Means clustering.
Removing non-title using length constraint:
After removing non-title using color information, sometimes the noise still appears if the color of the text is the same color with the noise regions. Thus, our system has one more step to eliminate these noises, by using the length constraint. We first compute the height of all connected components. Then applying heuristics include the aspect ratio and size of each connected components, the system could filter out non-title regions. The system just keeps the candidate title regions by filtering out non-character connected components. The title candidates that satisfy these three conditions as in Eq. (1) are kept.
Where height is the average height of all the characters in the line, L is the height of the book cover image, h is the height of a connected component. Due to the arrangement of composition, the height of the characters is normally not higher than one third of the total height of the book cover image. Accordingly, we have the maximum threshold as one third of the total height of the book cover image. Besides, the height of the characters should not be too small. Here we choose the threshold by finding the minimum value between one twenty fifths of the book's height and the average height of all the characters in the line. Correspondingly, the minimum threshold is chosen that way. Therefore, in this step we keep only the components that have the height between the minimum threshold and maximum threshold. Fig.7b shows the result after eliminating the non-title regions by length constraint. a) b) Fig. 7 . Process of removing non-title using length constraint. a) Result of previous step; b) after applying length constraint.
Refinement and Recovery
The final step of the system is refinement. Because the title candidates obtained from the previous step are not sufficient or the obtained results do not contain the whole title of the book cover image, the purpose of this step is to try to recover all characters of the titles. In order to obtain that whole line, we first calculate all the bounding boxes of the connected components. At this time, we know the candidate title in a line. Indeed, all the characters in the same word if they have the ycoordinate nearly the y-coordinate of the detected characters. Thus, we know the average height of the characters in a line as well as the top left and bottom left coordinate of the detected character in the line. If the bounding box satisfies two conditions, it could be in the text line. Equation (2) shows the first condition. The constraint is about the height of the characters in a line. Normally, the height of characters is not larger than two times the average height. The height is also greater than half times the average height. Figure 3 shows us the constraint for the height and coordinate of the characters in a line. The second condition is about the y coordinate of the bounding box. The top left y coordinate of a CC should be greater than the y coordinate of the top left and smaller than the y coordinate of the bottom left. Top left y coordinate equals to the average value of y coordinate in the line minus half times the average height of y. Bottom left equals to the average value of y coordinate in the line plus 3/2 times the average height. Equation (3) where height , y is the average height of the characters in the line and the average value of y coordinate in the line, respectively. Fig.8 shows an example of the height and coordinate of the characters in a line. b) After refinement process; c) Final result.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using our system, we can find the promising text candidates. Figure 8 shows the input and the results of the proposed system. We can see many title candidates which are described by the red color in the figure are correctly detected. First of all, characters with variance of height can be detected by using our system. Fig.10a shows that the heights of all the characters in the title areas are approximately the same. However, in Fig.10b and Fig.10c 10d, 10e , 10f, our proposed system can also find the title regions. Our proposed system also works well with book cover images that have complex background, such as in Fig.10g, 10h , 10i, 10k.
Beside the advantage of title detection correctly as shown in Fig.10 , the method still has some errors in finding redundancy candidates as show in the Fig.11b and Fig.11a . In addition when the color of the title is different, the method could not detect the completely title characters in the cover book images. The result is shown in Fig.11c . However, the error is acceptable since it is quite small compared with the whole cover book image and the title regions that are detected.
We take an experimental with the dataset of 100 cover book images. Table 1 below shows the experimental results. To compare the effectiveness of our proposed method, another text extraction is also implemented with the same database. This method seeks to find the value of stroke width for each image pixel, and use this information on the task of text detection in natural images [12] . However, this is appropriate with the purpose text extracting, but not the title extracting. Therefore, with this method, we expand the topic as text extracting. Therefore, we consider if this method can detect exactly characters in the cover images as successful (not only title areas are also acceptable). If no any characters are detected or the detected characters are not sufficient, we consider this as Deficiency. The results are considered as Wrong candidates when the method detects non-text as text area. Lastly, the redundancy is not important with text extraction, because if the method detects some redundancy, it should be classified as wrong candidates. Therefore, we do not concern about this factor. Using the method in [12] , 61% of the results have wrong candidates and 17% of the results are deficiency. Only 22% of the results are correctly detected. Using our proposed method, more than 86% of the cover book images title areas are correctly detected. The rate of successfully detected title regions is very high. The number of redundancy title areas is 7%, namely 7 images. This may happen when the height of author name characters is close to the height of title areas. We also find out that 5% of the cover book images are wrongly detected for title candidates. In addition, the system cannot detect all parts of the title in 2%. This may happen when the title characters has more than two colors, the system will only keep the majority color, therefore lack of candidates for the title characters.
From table 1, we can see that encouraging results can be obtained by using our method. It proves the effectiveness of our proposed method. 
CONCLUSIONS
Text extraction in general and title extraction in particular can be used in many applications and brings us many benefits. One of its most important applications is be the output of the pre-processing in recognizing the title of the books in the library. Results of our proposed method can be further used in the OCR systems and hence play an important role in increasing the accuracies of the system. The better result of title regions that are detected, the better accuracies of the OCR system we can obtain. After recognizing the book, all the information of the recognized book will be displayed, accordingly, the users can easily get all the information that they want to know about the book.
